
The Medieval Stained Glass
Savile Chapel

The stained glass in the Savile Chapel is thought to be the best collection of surviving 
medieval glass outside York. The windows are exceptionally crafted and contain rare 
depictions. These include a unique variation on the theme of the Last Judgement in the 
depiction of the New Jerusalem, and depictions of children and medieval toys. There 
are also several scenes from the Life of the Virgin Mary which survived the Reformation 
in the 16th century, and Civil War in the 17th century.

This sheet briefly describes the windows in the north wall, starting with the window on 
the left above the runic stones display.

1st window in the north wall  

This window was placed in 1447 by Sir Thomas Savile. It shows the Crucifixion (in the 
centre light) with the Virgin Mary (on left) and St John (on right). The letters INRI above 
Jesus on the cross stand for “Iesus Nazarenus Rex Iudaeorum” – Jesus of Nazareth, King 
of the Jews.  Below the Crucifixion, there is the coat of arms for Dronsfield showing the 
Savile, Thornhill and Leeds quarters.  

The 2nd (centre) window in the north wall 

This window represents the Holy Kindred and was also placed in 1447 by Sir Thomas 
Savile. In the first light (on left), there is a picture of a family. This image is an example of 
the ‘Holy Kindred’ depicting St Mary Cleophas and Alphaeus and their four children, and 
one of the children has a spinning top depicted in yellow. In the centre light the Holy 
Family is shown; Mary’s mother and father (St Anne and Joachim), Mary and the infant 
Christ. The third light shows Mary Salomas and Zebedee and their children. 

Underneath the centre light Lady Savile and Sir Thomas Savile are shown kneeling and 
praying. Their facial features are very clear and the Savile emblem of the owl is shown 
against black bands across their clothing. Underneath the Saviles is an inscription 
asking for prayers for Thomas Savile; “Pray for the soul of Thomas Savile, Knight, who 
caused this Chapel to be built, A.D 1447.” 

Up above in the window tracery is the emblem of The Trinity Shield which explains the 
concept of the undivided Trinity – as separate and yet connected.  Also shown is  an 
‘Agnus Dei’ or ‘Lamb of God’, which is a representation of Christ, as paschal sacrifice. 
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The Medieval Stained Glass
Savile Chapel

The 3rd window (far right) in the north wall 

This window shows scenes from the Life of the Virgin and Jesus, placed by Sir William 
Savile who extended the Savile chapel in 1493. Reading chronologically across 
the lower line (from left to right) there is The Annunciation, The Nativity and The 
Resurrection. In the top line, the next parts of Mary’s life are shown; (from left to right) 
The Death of the Virgin, The Assumption, and the Coronation of the Virgin. At the very 
bottom there are three unidentified sainted bishops shown.
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This sheet describes the window in the east wall. This window depicts the 
Ressurection of the Blessed and their admission into New Jerusalem.

The 4th  (largest) window in the east wall

The Resurrection of the Blessed and their admission into New Jerusalem. 

This window, unlike the other three  windows in the chapel is not the original, but 
a copy of the original.  Much of this window had deteriorated and a copy was only 
made fully possible due to a carton recording of the imagery by Burlison and Grylls 
around 1877. The  original panels survive and are kept in the chapel for research and 
future re-display. This copy of the window and restoration of the medieval glass in the 
north windows was carried out by Jonathan & Ruth Cooke in 2011-12 and was made 
possible with funding from the Heritage Lottery Fund and English Heritage.

The Medieval Stained Glass
Savile Chapel
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A nineteenth-century tracing by Burlison & Grylls of the dead being raised, now in the 
V&A Archives. Copyright; P. Gwilliam.



The Medieval Stained Glass
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Interpretation 

Previously known as a “Doom” window, research and study has revealed that it depicts 
a variation upon the popular medieval them of the Last Judgement. This variation is 
thought possibly to have derived from a 1330 poem by Deguileville in which a monk 
had a vision of The New Jerusalem, the life goal of all believers. The window is thought 
to have been made in a York workshop, and not by the Flemish or Belgian craftsmen 
who  crafted the Jesse window. It was installed as part of the extension to the chapel in 
1493.

At the bottom of the window beneath the inscription, Sir William Savile and his family 
are depicted kneeling, William in lawyer’s clothing. It is possible that some of the 
shrouded figures may represent the family and William himself, awaiting entry into 
heaven.

In this variation, the window emphasises the salvation of the Elect, rather than the 
Judgement of the Damned. It shows the blessed soul’s spiritual journey and eternal 
dwelling, and shows the souls on the journey to the Holy City with the saints above 
in the tracery lights. In the top left hand corner the Holy City of the New Jerusalem as 
described in Chapter 21 and 22 of the Book of Revelation is shown, a reconstruction of 
the earthly Jerusalem and an eternal dwelling for saints and believers. White glass and 
silver stain emulate the shining, precious jewels of the celestial city and you can see the 
river of life flowing from the throne.

At the bottom the dead are raised from their graves by angels blowing trumpets. The 
souls ascend on a journey to the Holy City via St Michael weighing the souls and 
St Peter holding the keys at the Gates of Heaven. A series of staircases zig zag across the 
entire window and mark the route of the Elect into the City. It has an English inscription 
at the base dated 1493.

With thanks to Ruth and Jonathan Cooke for help with the production of this guide. Much 
of the content can be credited to original research by Leslie Jones (1971 unpublished B.Phil 
thesis, University of York) and an article by J Allen .  



The South Aisle

As you enter the church you are at the west end of the south aisle, and the west end 
of the nave. This part of the church was constructed during the Victorian rebuilding of 
1877-9 and widened the church by 6 ft. As a result the graves close to the church were 
levelled and the stones were re-laid outside the church, creating new pathways around 
its perimeter. The roof of the south aisle is built in oak with arched trusses, and is in 
a gothic revival bordering on an art nouveau style, and is similar to that of the nave. 
The fabric is entirely Victorian except for the medieval arch that connects the aisle to 
the south chapel, and two small early medieval stone slabs which are laid in the floor 
underneath the arch, one at the foot of each side of the arch. The most interesting slab 
on the nave side has an incised design of a plain cross with a circle round its head, a 
stepped base and an image of a dagger of sword on the right of the shaft. This stone 
dates from 12th or 13th century, and the second from the late 14th or 15th century.

At the west end of the south aisle and adjacent to the porch is the font. It was given 
by Mr Henry Torre in memory of his father the Rev Henry Torre, Rector 1825-1866.  
Overlooking the font from above the porch are the baptism windows installed in 
1879 made by Burlison and Grylls. Their position by the entrance is significant as being 
the place for new members to Christianity, and because of the symbolic depiction of 
water for it’s cleansing and purifying properties. In the left hand window is St John the 
Baptist, who baptised Jesus, and St Philip the Deacon from the New Testament. On the 
right hand side are Noah and Moses from the Old Testament. Noah is shown carrying 
the ark, also an image of Christ’s Church. Moses has in his arms the two tablets of stone 
to remind the child of God on being admitted to God’s family by baptism that he must 
“keep gods holy will and commandments and walk in the same all the days of his life.”

Like the baptism windows, the windows along the south aisle were installed in 1879 
and made by Burlison and Grylls. These illustrate eight of the nine orders of angels. 

During an assessment of medieval glass prior to the Victorian re-building, Burlison and 
Grylls had detected portions of several of the nine orders of angels in glass fragments 
from the south chapel. Together with the angels in the Chancel roof, in the tracery 
of the Jesse window and in the Savile Chapel east window, this “angels choir” was 
thought to have given the church its name of “All Angels”. This inspired the new work 
to represent the nine orders of angels from the Old Testament in these new south aisle 
windows.

Victorian Church
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Window 1 (far left) 
South Aisle Windows  

Window 1 (far left)  
   

 This window shows the 
Ministry of Angels in 
connection with the Messiah 
and His Kingdom, the Church.  
Top left shows the Angel 
Gabriel appearing to Daniel 
to interpret a vision (Daniel 
9:21 - 23). Top right shows the 
Angel staying Abraham’s hand 
as he prepares to sacrifice his 
son Isaac (Genesis 22: 1-19). 
Bottom left shows the Angel 
of the Revelation revealing the 
New Jerusalem to St John the 
Divine (Revelation 21:9-21). 
Bottom right shows an Angel 
appearing to Cornelius (Acts 
of the Apostles 10: 3-8). 
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Window 2 (second from left)
South Aisle Windows  
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Window 2 (2nd from left) 
    

This window shows how 
the Angels are employed as 
deliverers of men in troubled 
times. (The window was 
sponsored by managers of the 
Thornhill Evening Branch of 
the Yorkshire Penny Bank.) Top 
left shows an Angel appearing 
to Hagar in the wilderness 
(Gen 16:7-14).

Top right shows an Angel 
coming to summon Lot 
from the condemned city of 
Sodom. (Genesis 19:1-11). 
Bottom left shows an Angel 
delivering St Peter from Prison 
(Acts of the Apostles 12: 6-11). 
Bottom right shows an Angel 
appearing to St Paul onboard 
ship (Acts of the Apostles 27: 
23).



Window 3 (third from left)
South Aisle Windows  
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Window 3 (third from left) 
 

This window is intended to 
show the Ministry of Angels in 
connection with the Nativity 
of our Blessed Lord and of 
St John the Baptist.  Top left 
shows Jacob’s dream of a 
ladder (Genesis 28: 10-22). 
Top right shows the Angels 
visit to Manoah and his wife 
and the foretelling of the 
birth of Samson (Judges 13). 
Bottom left shows The Angels 
appearing to the Shepherds 
(Luke 2: 8-15). Bottom right 
shows the Angel Gabriel 
announcing to Zechariah the 
birth of St John the Baptist (St. 
Luke I, 5-23).



Window 4 (closest to the porch)
South Aisle Windows  
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Window 4    
(closest to the porch)  
  

The main message of this 
window is that of Angels as 
our companion in life and 
in death; while the last two 
represent the Angels as the 
protectors of man against 
bodily and spiritual enemies.  
Top left shows the hand of the 
Angel of death stayed at the 
threshing floor of Aranuah 2, 
(Samuel 24: 16) and the text 
“It is enough; stay now thine 
hand”. Top right shows the 
guardian angel Raphael with 
Tobias, a dog and fish. The 
story is from the Apocrypha. 
(From Tobit 5:21: “The good 
angel will keep him company 
and his journey will be 
prosperous.”)

The lower left panel shows 
the St Michael, the Archangel 
overcoming the Satan. 
(Revelation 20: 1-3). Lower 
right shows Lazarus carried 
by Angels into Abraham’s 
bosom. (St. Luke 16:22). Note 
the outstretched hands of 
Abraham ready to receive 
Lazarus into heaven in the top 
left hand corner.
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Architecture and Artefacts 
Savile Chapel

The architecture of the Savile Chapel has its own story to tell of change, additions and 
renovations.  Originally it was built with 2 window bays, and it was extended to 3 bays 
to meet the line of the Chancel in 1493.  The arched entrance to the chapel is from the 
earlier 2-bay chapel of 1447 and now has a Victorian hoodmould and carved bosses 
above it. The chapel was partly re-built and the roof, window jambs and tracery restored 
and repaired during the Victorian restoration. 

As you go inside the chapel, to the left, there can be seen what would have been the 
outside of the chancel. What can be seen is probably the external base of an earlier 
structure, and there is now an odd gap in the centre of the arch wall and an odd jamb 
(join) between the chapel and chancel building where the two buildings were joined. 

The chapel has its original pitched oak roof which has 8 bays and 32 panels. The roof 
would have had painted bosses at every intersection, but the remaining roof bosses 
today now cover where the beams rest on moulded wall plates. The bosses are gilded in 
gold leaf or painted brightly in shields or leaf design. As the chapel was partly re-built 
and the rot in the roof restored in 1879, it is likely that during the restoration work the 
bosses were re-painted and re-gilded. The designs are from the heraldry of the Savile 
family, including roses, owls and the family shields.

The wrought iron screen and gates to the chapel entrance have a scrolly ornament and 
date to the late 17th century or early 18th century. Moving past the stone slabs on the 
right, there is an alabaster font made in 1950, erected in the memory of the 2nd Baron 
Savile KCVO originally for the private chapel of Rufford Abbey. After Thornhill Hall was 
lost to the Savile family during the civil war, Rufford Abbey became the Nottingham 
home of the family. 

Opposite the font there is a display of runic stones found on the site. On the floor 
behind the large alabaster tomb chest which is next to this display, there is a carved 
and painted stone capital. This was found in 2012 during restoration work behind the 
monument to George Savile made by Colt in 1622. Further carved and worked stones 
can be found outside in a pile of stones adjacent to the Lychgate. All of these stones, 
including the painted capital, are likely to have been part of the Norman church.
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The Nave
Victorian Church

The nave as it is seen today was built during 1877-1879, and the Victorian fabric 
includes the columns, arches, stained glass and pews. The faculty for re-building was 
passed in Ripon in October 1875, and Mr G. Mallison was contracted to execute G.E. 
Street’s plans to renovate and re-build the church. The contract for planned works was 
signed in November 1875.

The roof is a gothic revival arch braced-truss structure made of oak. The decorative 
flower shaped panels in-between are in gothic and art-nouveau style.  New lighting 
was installed in 2012 to enhance the viewing of the roof funded by the Heritage Lottery 
Fund. Victorian gas lamp fittings can still be seen along the supporting roof beams. The 
floor was installed in 2000, replacing the Victorian floor, retaining it’s unusual slope from 
the tower to the chancel. 

The columns and arches are built in the decorated style of the Victorian medieval 
gothic revival. The arches are more pointed and higher than the rounder, medieval 
constructions in the chancel and south and north chapels. Arches were used in 
churches historically – not just to stabilise and support the building, but were thought 
of as arms thrown up in worship of God or as hands clasped in prayer. 

The pews were made and installed during the Victorian re-building and replaced the 
18th century box pews. Prior to the reformation and the introduction of sermons (which 
required seating to rest weary legs) the nave would have been an open space for the 
congregation to stand or move about. The origin of the word nave is from the Latin 
navis, meaning ship: This use of the word originated from the idea of representing the 
passengers (priest and people) travelling together towards God and weathering storms 
together. The shape and design of the nave ceiling also represents an upturned boat, 
while the ceiling points towards and represents heaven above.

The nave clesterory windows show the Apostles and Minor Prophets: On the south 
side are three of the Apostles – St Jude, St Simon and St Matthias. On the north side are 
six of the Minor Prophets – Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Jonah and Micah. This Victorian 
glass, like that of the north and south aisles was made by the firm Burlison and Grylls. 
It is likely that there was not quite enough sponsorship of these windows, and the set 
is still incomplete. The organ was installed in 1981 and was originally built by J.J. Binns. 
This replaced the 1880 organ made by Walker of London. A detailed leaflet about the 
organ is also available. 

The north aisle windows. The north aisle of the church is now largely taken up with 
the new kitchen and facilities, and by the organ. Although the glass is harder to see, 
these windows, like the south aisle windows, were installed during the Victorian 
rebuilding of 1877-9, by Burlison and Grylls. The windows illustrate the incarnate 
(human) life of Our Lord as set out in the Litany. The window which is the easiest to 
view adjoins the Savile Chapel: This large window shows Jesus and the Virgin Mary – 
including The Resurrection and The Ascension.



The south chapel was built in 
1491, funded by the Rector 
Robert Frost who was Rector 
between 1482-1498. A Latin 
inscription tells us that the 
chapel was built in honour of 
the Holy Trinity, of the Blessed 
Virgin Mary, St George,   
St Catherine, the Martyrs and 
the Saints. 

The chapel is of a medieval 
construction with 19th century 
repairs to the tomb recess, door 
and window jambs and an early 
20th century addition of the 
screen (originally for the organ) 
dedicated to the Rev Canon 
Grenside. There is a walkway 
of stone grave slabs from the 
17th century onwards, probably 
re-laid from the churchyard in 
the late 19th century. Much of 
the original medieval glass is 
missing and the windows now 
display fragments of medieval 
glass, including some complete 
imagery, restored and re-
positioned during the Victorian 
re-building. The arch between 
the chapel and aisle is of a 
rounder lower construction than the chancel arches, and has a small, unique gargoyle 
at the base of a semi-octagonal corbel on the nave side.  The roof is a lean to “pent roof” 
structure made of oak. The chapel contains several memorials to former rectors and to 
the Elmsall family. The small door adjacent to the gate is a priest’s door.
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The South Chapel
Medieval Church

The memorials   Starting from right to left, or west to east:

Memorial to Willam Elmsall, died in 1817, aged 80, son of the Rev Henry Elmsall

Memorial to the Elmsall Family, including Rev Henry Elmsall, died 1758, Rector for  
26 years between 1732 and 1759.

Memorial to William Toone, Steward to the Savile family estate, died 1850, aged 83

Memorial to Rev John Copley, died 1745, Rector 1714-32
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The Chancel
Medieval Church

The chancel is the largest medieval remaining part of the church building.  From the 
inscription in the bottom of the large Jesse window, we know that the chancel was 
“clerestorised and archede” and the east (Jesse) window installed by 1499. This was 
largely the work of Robert Frost who also had enlarged the south aisle in 1491, and 
whom likely had the support of Sir William Savile, shown in the Jesse window along 
with Lady Savile. It is possible that the main fabric of the chancel was built prior to 1491 
and it can be imagined that it underwent much building and change contemporary 
with the addition of the Savile Chapel from the 1440s onwards. By the late nineteenth 
century the chancel was in need of much restoration and between 1877-9 the upper 
courses of the walls were partly rebuilt, the roof and ceiling replaced, most of the stone 
hoodmoulds and bosses were re-carved, and about half of the Jesse window glass re-
made and re-installed.

The oak ceiling is of the gothic revival in a very sympathetic medieval style. It is 
an arched structure made with braced trusses, and it’s carved embellishments are 
very similar to a medieval hammer beam style. The carved wooden angels at the 
intersection of the rib joints are unpainted; if similar angels had filled the medieval 
ceiling they would have been brightly painted. Medieval churches often had ceiling 
angels to look down and protect the congregation from above; and the ceiling of a 
church or the chancel would have been designed to represent the heavens.

As you enter the chancel, the largest arch between the chancel and the nave is 
Victorian and by far the largest arch within the church. This replaced the medieval arch 
and was felt to add much more “dignity to the church”, and “to be more in harmony with 
the new nave”. As the point at which two powerful forces meet at their weakest point 
to make a stronger structure, symbolically, couples are generally married under the 
chancel arch.

On the right hand chancel arch column and wall, there are two brass plaques about 
the Brooke family, including one to the Rev Joshua Ingham Brooke who was responsible 
for managing the re-building in the 1870s. The arcades within the chancel appear 
regular in shape and style, yet the bases of the southern arcade appear cut away, and 
the moulded capitals in the north arcade vary in their carving. Some of the bases and 
capitals have been altered to contain the Savile monument.  All of the arches have a 
smaller stone brick course and are of a warmer, darker coloured stone than the nave 
and aisles. On one of the north arcade columns, there is a plaque to Philip Waterhouse 
with the heraldic shield of his family shown. At the far end of the eastern side of the 
chancel there is a square opening that was probably a window before the Savile chapel 
was extended.
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The Chancel
Medieval Church

The stained glass in the clerestory windows shows the martyrs and the holy church 
throughout the world. Like the clerestory windows in the nave, the glass was added 
in 1879 by Burlison and Grylls. The nine martyrs on the north side of the chancel are 
St Stephen, (the first martyr), St George, the patron saint of England; St Alban, the first 
British martyr; St Catherine, St Agnes, St Oswald, St Ursula and St Edmund. On the 
south side St Gregory, St Frideswide and St Augustine are shown, representing the Holy 
Church around the world. 

Underneath the carpet laid on the chancel floor there are several memorials, one to 
Edward Nettleton 1612, to Dame Marie Osbaldeston 1621, and two to the family of 
former Rector Joshua Witton. There is a stone to his wife Elizabeth Witton, 1656 with a 
heart between trees and an ornamental border. Also a stone of 1661 thought to be to 
Witton’s son John with marigold and thistle. Both were discovered during the Victorian 
restoration.  Both of these stones were laid before Joshua Witton was ejected from the 
clergy in 1662, as a non-conformist priest for not accepting the Act of Uniformity and 
the new Book of Common Prayer. 
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The Jesse Window
Medieval Church

The great east window, or Jesse window, was completed in 1499 and was installed in 
the chancel by the Reverend Robert Frost. The window shows how Jesus is descended 
from Jesse, the father of David, as told in the Old Testament and in the books of Isaiah 
and Revelation. 

Contrary to modern day family trees, in a Jesse window, Jesse is traditionally placed 
at the bottom centre with the tree growing from his chest. The branches and his 
descendants grow upwards towards Christ. Jesse windows were very popular during 
the medieval period, often described as the “poor mans bible”. For those that could not 
read, the window taught the congregation about Jesus’ ancestors and their stories. 

In this Jesse window, the glass is thought to have been made by highly skilled Flemish 
(French of Belgian) craftsmen. Around half of the original medieval glass now survives, 
with much thought to have been destroyed in the mid 1600s during the Civil War. 
The panels containing the images of Jesse, David and Solomon were re-created by 
Burlison and Grylls in 1879 using historic designs and colour references. Previously the 
Escutcheon window to the Marquis of Halifax had sat within the Jesse window, and this 
is now displayed in the Savile chapel. 

The Jesse family tree reads as follows:

Daniel Ahaz Jesus Hezekiah Manasseh Ezekiel
Jehosaphat Joram Mary and 

infant Jesus
Josiah Jotham Uzziah

Isaiah Abijah David Solomon Asa Jeremiah

In the top line of the window there are the three choirs of angels, the figures of St Anne 
and the Virgin, St Nicholas and a Bishop. 

It is thought that the portraits shown in the bottom line of the window are Lord and 
Lady Savile. Four coats of arms are shown which show the possible donor and church 
connections   to the window and church: Savile and Thornhill (in quarters), Savile and 
Paston, Frost, and Rotherham, Archibishop of York.

The Jesse window was removed during World War II and stored in Combs pit. In 1977 
the window was removed, this time for essential restoration work carried out by 
Jonathan Cooke at the Keith Barley Studios.



Most of the furniture in the chancel is from the Victorian, or the 21st century re-ordering 
of the church. During 1870s many donations came from the congregation to fund 
furniture and fittings for the newly renovated Victorian church. In 2000 the chancel was 
altered and opened up, and the screen and pulpit removed. New designer furniture was 
commissioned from Paul Cunningham of Golcar, in keeping with the art nouveau style 
of the Victorian re-build. 

Of the older furniture, the quire stalls date from the late 1870s given by the parish 
sewing party. The Reredos is from 1929 and is in art nouveau style, given by the parish 
church young men’s class. The organ screen was built in the 20th century and is now 
the vestry. The miners lamp which hangs in the eastern corner is also a 20th century 
addition: The flame is kept on above the Holy Sacrament, and it is thought that it also 
commemorates those lost in the mining disasters of 1893 and 1947. Finally, the large 
monument in the north eastern corner is to Sir George Savile and Lady Ann Wentworth. 
It shows, on the chancel side, their oldest son, who died while at Oxford university 
and who is represented in the symbolism of the owl, skull and books.  More about the 
monument can be found out in the Savile chapel.

Chancel fittings and furniture
Medieval Church

The Victorian chancel was built with a 
stone pulpit, altar and screen installed in 
1879. These were removed in 2000 .
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A poem about Thornhill Colliery Disaster, 9th September, 1947. 

Dedicated to the men who lost their lives in the Thornhill Colliery Disaster, September 
9th, 1947.

Profits from the sale of this poem were given to the Mayor’s Disaster Fund. Price 2d.

The Price of Coal.

Though black I am hidden away
From millions and millions of years,
I have my price, and some must pay
In blood and sweat and tears.

When the coal man has been his round,
And left your usual share,
maybe the miner underground
May have paid for the coal down there.

On a winter’s night have every thought,
When the warmth of your fire feels good,
That your privilege may have been dearly bought,
And on your coal there may be blood.

And when the wind howls and it’s cold outside,
And you’ve got settled down for the night,
Do you think of the miner who doth provide
For your comfort with fuel and light.

Maybe when you’re snug and warm in bed,
And sleep had come to you all -
The miner, ‘ere the night has fled,
May have paid the price of coal.

These are not words at random spoken,
As Thornhill men again have proved;
The link with life once more is broken,
Snatched by death from those who loved.

Despite the best laid plans of men,
The mine again has taken its toll,
And we are reminded once again
What is meant by the price of coal.

We read of disaster in some distant place,
And maybe we’ll shed a silent tear:
But harder it seems when we do face
A disaster when it is here.

They left their homes on that fateful night,
Light of heart and spirit gay:
They little thought ‘ere the morning’s light,
That they in death would lay.

How loud and thunderous was the crash,
And fearful must have been the cry,
And what a terrible place was that,
Therein to be doomed to die.

Our thoughts go back to ninety three,
When our heads were then bent low:
For some who lost a loved one then,
Again have lost one now.

“O God of mercy! will it ever be
That safety for the miner we shall see?
Will he be wholly free from dread,
Whilst down the mine to earn his bread?”

Reproduced with thanks, from the Coal Mining History Resource Centre

The Chancel
Medieval Church
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Cross tomb slabs and stone finds 
Savile Chapel

The stone cross slabs on display in the chapel are early grave covers and date from the 
12th and 14th centuries. They were all found within the area of the church, although it 
is not clear if they would have been situated outside the building or, like most covers of 
this type, been laid flush with the floor of the church.  The stones on display here were 
found within or underneath the 1481 alabaster tomb during conservation in 1990. A 
further two small slabs are incorporated into the floor of the church elsewhere, and can 
be found in the nave and south aisle. 

All of the stones have a cross cut into them and the other symbols in them give us a 
clue to the occupation of the deceased. Shears cut into a stone would usually show a 
shearer or wool merchant. The pair of scissors could possibly be a tailor. The evidence 
from these stones comes to life against the Thornhill poll tax record from 1379. Within 
a small population of about 103 people who paid tax, there was a tailor (Adam Waryn), 
a weaver (Agnbes de Dewesom) and a shoemaker (Mary Denay). It is possible that the 
stones commemorate some of these people or members of the family holding a similar 
trade. 
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Stone 1

This is a fawn sandstone grave slab cover with delicate “sunk panel” tracery. It is 
probably a memorial to a shearer - a pair of shears can be seen on the left side. It is 
thought to be from the late 12th century and shows an incised design, but the head is 
cut in relief, within a sunken circle.

Stone 2

This stone slab has a roughly drawn eight terminal cross, with angular fleur-de-lys 
shaped terminals. The design of the head of the cross suggests that this is a 14th 
century slab.  It has an open pair of scissors carved into the right hand side. This is a rare 
emblem, and is believed to denote a tailor. The slab has been partly cut away at the 
right side and base. (The stone is displayed with the cross at the base, rather than at the 
top).

Stone 3

This stone can be dated to the 13th or 14th century: Its design shows rounded trefoil 
terminals, and there is a “knop” or ring shown on the shaft of the cross.

Stone 4

This is the middle part of the slab, the base and head are missing. There are shears 
denoted at the top right hand side, again possibly a memorial to a shearer.

Stone 5

This shows part of a slab with a cross bar, and is very similar to slabs found at Emley and 
Cleckheaton. 

Cross tomb slabs and stone finds 
Savile Chapel

Stone 1

Stone 2

Stone 3

Stone 4

Stone 5
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The entire south porch was added in 1877-9 as part of the Victorian re-building. The 
exterior carving above the entrance depicts the Angels adoring the Lord Jesus. Some 
of the angels are offering Jesus crowns, two are bearing incense burners and Jesus is 
shown seated upon a throne. The porch stone and carved corbels are all made of ashlar, 
and the carving was carried out by skilled craftsmen, to the amazement of parishioners 
at the time:

The engraved glass doors were designed by artist Celia Kilner and were installed in 2001 
as part of further modernisation of the church. This modernisation, like the re-ordering 
of previous generations, was prompted by a need to make the church building more 
suitable for that generation. As a result, the 21st century re-ordering included making 
level access, adding new facilities for baby changing, kitchen and toilets, fitting an 
induction loop and opening up the chancel to install new furniture and fittings. The 
new organ was also installed in the north aisle and in 2005 the new heating system was 
commissioned.

The South Porch

“There are three carvers engaged upon the stone carving. Their work excites no small 
interest, as well it may: they work with what seems to be almost careless ease, and yet with 
such skill that every stroke seems to tell. There can be no mistake about the beauty and 
grace of the results produced. The carving on the porch is quite unique. And then, besides 
the beauty of the Angelic Worship and the Angelic Reverence so gloriously taught and 
presented to us every time we enter our Church. God grant that the lesson may not be lost 
upon any single worshipper who enters God’s house through that porch”.
Extract from Parish Magazine, 1879
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As you enter, to your left on the tower wall is a list of rectors of the church since the 
early 13th century. Notably Latin or Germanic derived names, including “Ricardus” 
begin the list, and are followed by Norman names until 1433. Rectors with known and 
notable stories include Robert Frost who is commemorated in the Jesse window and 
who was formerly Chancellor to the Prince of Wales (Arthur, the eldest son of King 
Henry VII). 

Joshua Witton 1645-1662 and William Lacy 1662-1671 are notable. Witton was rector 
during the Commonwealth, a non-conformist who was ejected from the clergy and 
church in 1662 for not accepting the new Book of Common Prayer introduced by 
the restored Charles II. Witton was also chaplain to Fairfax the leader of the Yorkshire 
parliamentarian forces; the same Fairfax who had surrounded Thornhill Hall, the home 
of the Saviles in 1648. Dr William Lacy was Witton’s replacement and by contrast, and 
in line with the restoration of the monarchy, was a strong royalist. A commemorative 
memorial in the south chapel explains that he defended the rights of the king at great 
peril and loss of property, and was responsible for re-building the rectory which had 
been destroyed during the Civil War. 

John Rudde, rector of Thornhill 1558-1578 and Dewsbury 1554-1570 is not mentioned 
on the list, but has a detailed account in Dewsbury Minster. He is notable for being the 
first vicar permitted by Elizabeth I to be both a clergyman and to be married, and had 
to renounce his marriage under Queen Mary. He was also a skilled cartographer and 
was given a 2-year secondment from his role to begin a process of mapping the whole 
of England. He did not produce these maps himself, but did mentor his apprentice 
(Christopher Saxton from Dewsbury) during this work. Saxton went on to produce The 
June Book - a Tudor atlas of 35 coloured maps depicting the counties of England and 
Wales in 1579. This was a landmark in British cartography and set a new standard of 
cartographic representation in Britain and formed the basis for all succeeding county 
maps for over one hundred years. (Information courtesy of the British Library).

The South Porch
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The tower is largely a 15th century (late-medieval) construction and it is thought to 
have had four separate building phases. It would have started out as a shorter structure 
which was gradually elevated to its height today. The ogee (curved) shaped doorway to 
the bell chamber and the section of its external jambs are thought to be 14th century, 
suggesting that the base of the tower was part of a Norman structure. The turret 
extension to the tower is made of a buttress and rampart, and is in the perpendicular 
style from the “Early English period” of medieval church architecture.  

The tower is unique in that it displays the only remaining evidence of the former gallery 
– shown in the in-filled sockets in the walls and in the jambs of the tower arch. Where 
the medieval building joins the Victorian, mouldings with carved flowers on the capitals 
mask where the arches join. 

Up through the small ogee doorway, the ringing chamber can be found on the first 
landing. The bells are on the next level up; there are 8 bells in total, formerly from St 
Paul’s Church, Cross Stones, Todmorden. Cast in 1910, they were brought across and 
installed by the ringing team in 1980. Repairs to the tower clock and roof were carried 
out with the help of grants in 2001 and the Tower and clock were further restored and 
repaired during 2011-12.  

The Tower
Medieval Church

Lifting the bells into the bell chamber in 1980. 
Unusually installed by the ringing team themselves.
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The tower contains several plaques and includes the war memorials to local men 
lost in the 1914-18 and 1939-45 world wars. On the left of the main door there is also 
a boxed memorial with doors: This is to the old boys of St John Baptist Sunday school 
who died in the Second World War.

Above the war memorials there is a monument to John Pollard and Elizabeth Pollard 
from the 18th century. Adjacent is a memorial to the Reverend John Michell, died 
1793, responsible for the 1777 re-build of the church nave and whom became well 
known after his death for his ground breaking research into gravity, black holes and 
seismology.  An information guide about Michell and his work is available in church. 

On the south wall opposite, there is a monument to Thomas Radcliffe with a grand 
heraldic shield at the top. The Radcliffe family formerly lived at Overthorpe Hall.  There is 
also a small tablet to John Tyn of 1770.

All of these monuments were restored and conservation cleaned during 2012 by Elliot 
Ryder Conservation. 

A time capsule placed in 2000 by children from the local church school lies beneath the 
step paving. The inscription “Be still and know that I am God” was designed and carved 
by artist Celia Kilner.

Memorials in the Tower
Medieval Church
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The tombs, monuments and plaques 
Savile Chapel

A guide, starting on the left (north wall) 

Behind the runic stone display there is a memorial plaque.

This is a memorial to Ann and Henry Savile who are commemorated here for paying 
for the restoration of the Savile chapel windows in 1879.

Following along the north wall there is a memorial plaque to Sir George Savile, Bart. 
This was placed by his nephew Richard Lumley Savile.

Below the memorial is a large alabaster tomb chest carved with two effigies and 18 
weepers. This tomb chest is thought to be either:

A monument to Sir Thomas Savile (died 1449) and his wife Lady Margaret Savile, or;

A monument to John Savile (died 1481) and his wife Alice (nee Gasgoigne)

Thomas Savile was responsible for building the Savile Chapel in 1447. In his will he 
stated “for my body to be buried in the parish church of Thornhill near the grave of 
Margaret my wife. I bequeath for my mortuary my best horse with the better trappings; 
to the church of Thornhill one suit of vestments, viz. for priest, deacon and subdeacon, 
of yellow cloth, with a cap” and “…for my funeral and burial and to make a tomb over 
me and my wife,” and “…for a chaplain to celebrate for me, my wife and ancestors in the 
church of Thornhill on the altar of St. Mary near my tomb for 6 years after my decease”.

John Savile was “sumptuously buried at Thornhill”, leaving behind his widow Alice. Alice 
remarried in 1494. No mention of provision for her monument is given in John’s will. 

Placed on the floor, just past the alabaster tomb chest is a stone monument. This is an 
effigy of a knight in chain mail, thought to be Sir John de Thornhill. This is the oldest 
monument in the chapel from around 1322 and Sir John is shown with his feet upon 
a dog representing his fidelity. Sir John was responsible for setting up the first weekly 
market in Thornhill.

Above the stone effigy is a large alabaster monument to George Savile (of Lupset).
Sir George died in 1622, aged 71 and this alabaster monument was carved by the 
famous sculptor Maximilan Colt, placed by his second wife Elizabeth Ayscough.  (Colt 
was a Flemish sculptor who moved to England. He carried out the production of the 
monument for Elizabeth I in Westmister Abbey on instruction of James I). 

Sir George was one of the first baronets to purchase his title from King James and he 
also went on to become Sheriff of Yorkshire in 1614. Sir George was the great-grandson 
of Sir John (of the oak tomb chest on the other side of the chapel). By his first marriage 
Sir George had a son, another George (of the large monument adjoining the chancel) 
whom he outlived. 

On the east wall adjacent to this monument is a memorial plaque in Latin to Ricardus 
(Richard) Henry Lumley.
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The tombs, monuments and plaques 
Savile Chapel

The large marble monument in the north-east corner of the chapel is a monument to 
Sir George Savile of Rufford (1678-1743).  This Sir George Savile was the 7th Bart, of 
Thornhill, and Rufford. He succeeded his cousin, Sir John Savile, the 6th Bart, in 1704. He 
studied at Christ Church, Oxford and was M.P. for Yorkshire 1728-34. He was buried at 
Thornhill on 25 Sept, 1743.

Moving round in front of the altar, in the floor there is a memorial stone to Sir George 
Savile (died 1784). Known as “Independent Savile,” George was a famous politician and 
author of the Roman Catholic Relief Bill. A full sized monument to him can be found in 
York Minster. 

In the south-east corner of the chapel, adjoining the chancel is the largest monument 
in the chapel. This is to Sir George Savile Knight (of Soothill) (died 1614) and his 
wife Lady Ann (nee Wentworth). The monument was installed around 1633 when 
Lady Ann died and shows the couple in grand dress and the arms of Savile “impaling” 
Wentworth (joining families). The monument was paid for by Sir Thomas Wentworth 
and commemorates the achievements of Sir George the knight. Their sons are also 
represented on the monument, including William Savile, (on the chapel side) who later 
died during the Civil War. 

Adjacent to the renaissance monument is an oak tomb chest.  This was made to 
commemorate Sir John Savile (died 1504) and his two wives Elizabeth Paston and Alice 
Vernon.  Paston was part of the royal family through her grandparents John Beaufort  
and Margaret Holland.  The chest is inscribed in dialect; ‘Bones among stones lie full still 
while the souls wander where that God wills. Jesus. The year of the Lord 1529.’  This type 
of tomb is rare and has previously been on loan to the V&A as part of their Medieval Art 
Exhibition.  The chest would originally have been painted and with a canopy. 

Within the wooden screen just past the oak tomb, there is an escutcheon (coat of arms) 
window. This is a memorial to Sir George Savile, Marquis of Halifax. (Died 1695, aged 
62). 

This window shows the many coats of arms of this Sir George’s family heritage. It was 
formerly in the centre of the Jesse window and part of the window was believed to 
have been destroyed during 1644 – 62 Presbyterian occupation of the church or in 
The Civil War. George was the son of William and Anne Savile and would have lived at 
Thornhill Hall, and been about 10 years old when the Hall was destroyed. Sir George 
was an extremely important politician, a forward thinking political writer and thinker. 
Famously nicknamed the “Trimmer” because of the way he “trimmed the sails” – or held a 
moderating position in the fierce party struggles of his day.  He is buried and has a large 
memorial monument in Westminster Abbey.


